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Abstract

Based on a thorough analysis and comparison of several business activity monitoring (BAM) system models, noting that a BAM system is open, integrative, and real-time, and using the SOA software engineering techniques, this paper presents a service-oriented dual-bus BAM system model and analyzes in detail the functions of its service components and communications among them. Much more open than prior models, this BAM system model has a two-level bus architecture, which enables flexible and extensible implementations of practical systems, as well as provides a foundation for software reuse.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays enterprises are faced with great pressures. It is important for the enterprise to adapt to the ever-changing market and construct a highly reactive environment in order to survive in the fierce competition. Although computer software products have already spread over many industries, enterprise information administration and investigation still depends on users manually triggering data management and function analysis. This kind of information always comes with delays and fails to figure out problems promptly, resulting in loss of opportunities and profits. Under the environment of a complicated and ever-changing market, enterprises exhibit heavy demands for real-time, open, highly-integrative and predictable analysis to win the competition. Business activity monitoring (BAM) system aims to meet such demands. The term BAM is invented by Gartner Group in 2002[1], and it is a software technique to monitor enterprise running status based on enterprise application integration.

This paper analyzes in a systematic way the data-centric, execution-centric, and object-oriented BAM system model structure as well as its advantages and disadvantages. Then we present an extensible dual-bus
model (DBBAM), which has clarified structure levels, standard module interfaces and simplified module connections.

2. BAM system model types

2.1. BAM system model goal

At present, the design goal of BAM system model is to increase integration and extensibility of the BAM system in use. As a monitoring system, the ability of real-time response is considered as well.

The openness of BAM system, which is decided by the system model, includes its data openness, function openness and system extensibility. The integration of BAM system, which is also decided by the system model, refers to integrating enterprise applications in use into an integrative environment by coherent description information. The real-time feature of BAM system is implementation related, and it refers to the efficiency of retrieving data from business activities and processing them.

2.2. Data-centric system model

A system model that is data-centric is shown in Fig. 1. Models of this type share the database in the system primary level; all functional components use unified data descriptions; all sub-systems are independent; the system in whole so extensible as to add at will applications that conform to its data exchange standards. The disadvantage is that this system model is not real-time when presenting information to users, because it writes data to database and BAM reads data from database before processing them, which introduces delays. Relevant research works include: Jin Gu Kang et al.[3] designed a business performance management system according to the business activity monitoring requirements of a multinational car corporation.
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Fig.1 Data-centric system model

2.3. Execution-centric system model

A system model that is execution-centric is shown in Fig. 2. Models of this type integrate different enterprise applications by BAM execution center; mutual processes of data (data extracting, data transforming, and data transporting) are separated from applications and placed in execution center to reduce redundancies; all database access operations are carried out by the execution center to achieve strict data management and insure data consistency. The disadvantage is that the execution center in this model is too complicated in function design because it not only communicates with both user interface and applications, but also manages BAM database at the same time. The burdens are overwhelming and apt bottlenecks are introduced. Relevant research works include: Josef Schiefer et al.[6] studied business activity monitoring data storage and presented one kind of storage technique (PDS) that supports real-time data processing.
2.4. Object-oriented system model

With the maturity of object-oriented techniques, more simplified object-oriented system models emerge as shown in Fig. 3. BAM core objects encapsulate data and methods shared by all user interface objects, application objects and service component objects; user interface objects encapsulate user interface data and relevant methods; application objects encapsulate application data and relevant methods; service component objects encapsulate methods that provide certain service for BAM. All these objects accomplish the desired tasks through mutual communication and cooperation. The advantages of object-oriented model include: proper encapsulations of data and methods reduce the communication overhead and operation complexity of centralized management. References [7][8] adopt the object-oriented design pattern to build their BAM system models.

2.5. Service-oriented system model

Enterprise software systems become more and more huge and complex, and functions of systems are repeatedly developed, resulting in wastes of resources and inconvenience of management. SOA is such a software architecture with independent function entities that resolves enterprise application integration and accomplishes special tasks through links. SOA is a component model, and it interconnects different service components of applications through communication protocols. SOA-based system architecture has the following features[9]:

1) Loose coupled: the integration of applications is through enterprise service buses, and modifications of one part do not affect other parts.

2) Inter-operative: based on protocols, inter-operative solutions of multi vendors are provided, which can be implemented by several techniques.
3) Position transparency: SOA provides position transparency through it “publish/subscribe” mechanism. Service consumers need not to know the physical positions of service providers.

SOA-based structure and BAM system model [10][11] is shown in Fig. 4: enterprise applications are integrated through enterprise service buses, and service components deal with data collection, execution, and presentation. The trick of this model is that it has an efficient bus structure which enables interconnections among its components by common interfaces. Components are seamlessly integrated and are plug-and-play. Communication links among components in this system model are linear and have unified interfaces and are thus less complicated and more cooperative.

Fig. 4 Service-oriented system model

However, with the increase of application components, the bus will be burdened with more and more requests, which introduce delays and affect the real-time ability of the BAM system. To solve the problem, this paper presents a service-oriented dual-bus system model, shown in Fig. 5. The second bus support specially application components, maintaining fine interoperations between application components and primary components.

Fig. 5 DDBAM system model

3. DDBAM System model infrastructure

3.1. Bus

The bus provides communication transparency mechanism among components. It exposes unified interface standard, requiring every newly added component to register its function service information and deregistering itself before exiting. When one component requests the service of another, the bus searches the function service information library, locates the component that provides the service, and transmits the service request.

3.2. Primary components

The primary components in this model are as follows: complicated event processor, ETL, active data cache, database, rule engine and user interface.

1) Complicated event processor(CEP)
CEP acts as the event processing engine of the DDBAM system. When enterprise application components fire events and change status during execution, it will encapsulate them into atom events through the adapter and hand them over to the event handler engines. CEP mainly provides functions such as event filtration, event composition and event consultation. The event filter discards of irrelevant events that are of no DDBAM interests; the event composer performs effective compositions of atom events and compound events according to business rules; the event consulter uses structured query language (SQL) to search events in CEP.

2) ETL
ETL is the data processing engine of DDBAM. It performs data extracting, transforming and loading. ETL data extraction is different from the traditional data exaction way. The traditional way is to extract the desired data from the data source and do some cleaning to the data and finally load them to data warehouse according to predefined models, whereas in the DDBAM system, data are extracted from event flows and transformed into enterprise business metrics and finally loaded into the active data cache.

3) Active data cache and database
The active data cache temporarily stores active data of the current business of the DDBAM system and the database permanently stores them. BAM differs from traditional business process monitoring in that it provides real-time monitoring. The DDBAM writes data to the active data cache first and then writes them permanently to the database on a regular basis.

4) Rule engine
The rule engine is the business logic processing engine of the DDBAM. It separates enterprise business logics from hard code and stores them in the rule library which loads the business data from the active data cache to the working memory and matches them via fast matching algorithms. When the user-defined rule matches the current business data, alarm will be activated automatically, and one email or short message will be sent to the administrator. The rule engine brings flexibilities to the DDBAM system. Modifications to rule files will cater to enterprise business logic changes, leaving source code untouched.

5) User interface
The user interface is comprised of the configuration view and the presentation view. The configuration view is used to configure the monitor model such as event model, business metrics model, key performance indicators and rule engines, etc. The presentation view displays the running status of the key performance indicators through intuitionistic diagram components, which include the dashboard, the histogram, the graph and the biscuit cart.

3.3. Application component
Application components fit for any DDBAM application areas such as ERP, Flow and BPM. The integration approach of application components and the DDBAM core system is shown in Fig. 6. Application components are connected to the bus through adapters which wrap the complicated communication process so that the application component can focus on business functions. Moreover, it dispatches data from the application component through events.

Fig. 6 The integration architecture of application components
3.4. System openness support of service-oriented architecture

The service-oriented architecture derives and extends the object-oriented architecture, and it has all its advantages. Furthermore, a service component is a function component that is well encapsulated and has unified external interfaces. Communications among components are wrapped in the bus, decreasing dependencies of service components. Software developers can conveniently define and construct new plug-and-play components to extend the system. The DDBAM system model's employment of service components increases enormously the openness and extensibility of the system.

4. CONCLUSION

With the expansion of enterprise scales, applications will become more and more complex. In order to survive in the fierce market competition, enterprises need to be equipped with the required capabilities of an agile enterprise: to quickly respond to changes of the market, to quickly adjust business strategies, and to quickly deploy business workflows. The business activity monitoring (BAM) system shortens the data processing time of enterprise applications and makes fast optimizations and adjustments to business workflows according to business rules through the real-time information of the status and results of multiple business operations, business processes and business transactions. Yet how to construct an effective BAM system upon existed enterprise applications with fewer burdens of application components and good system openness and extensibility still awaits further exploration.
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